
Submission Summary 

Below is a summary of the submissions received. 

Name For or against Concerns / Objections Staff Comment 

Cr Sally Pyvis Against Notes that the current site is the optimal site; 
Raises concern over $2.4 million figure mentioned in 
Cardno report; 
Asks if cash windfall has impaired financial 
judgement; 
States that the redevelopment should not be 
considered in isolation to the Foreshore 
Redevelopment; 
Affirms that the Town should provide public toilets; 
Concerns regarding the overall costs. 

The options for the Town are few. As noted in the 
submission, the current location is the optimal site 
and the toilets need to be refurbished. There also 
needs to be improvements in the ventilation and 
access. 
Staff agree that the project should not be considered 
in isolation from the Foreshore Redevelopment and 
have kept Cardno up to date with the project. If the 
project proceeds to detailed design, the architects 
and Cardno will be required to work together to 
ensure the two projects seamlessly integrate. 
There are risks with any construction project, these 
risks will need to be managed through proper design, 
effective procurement and ongoing maintenance; 
The maintenance figures in the Cardno report are 
prepared on the basis the building is to be 
maintained as is, without a major refurbishment;  
The annual maintenance costs can be kept to a 
minimum by ensuring that maintenance is carried 
out in a timely fashion.  

Shirley Primeau Against The main concern appears to be cost There is a large cost associated with this project. 

Brian Leyden -  Submission expresses interest in leasing the building 

Chris Shellabear For None raised  

Catherine 
Murphy 

For None raised  

Joseph Lenny For None raised  

Tania King For None raised  

Anthony Short For None raised  

Julie Short For None raised  



Stephen Power For Is concerned that arguments over details could 
prevent progress 

No comment provided 

Mark Smith For None raised  

Carmel James For Has questioned whether an upgrade to the Cott SLSC 
is possible 

The land on which CSLSC sits is private land 
controlled by the CSLSC. While the Town could make 
an approach to the Club, it is very difficult to see 
where these facilities could be included on that site. 

Tom and Lara 
Butcher 

For None raised  

Michael Finn Broadly 
supportive 

Has suggested design alterations The alterations as presented are substantial. Moving 
the toilets to the east will also likely create issues 
with ventilation. 

Peter Jeanes For None raised  

Suzanne 
Fielding 

For None raised  

Jeremy 
Shellabear 

- - - 

Alison Craig For None raised  

Julia Watts For Wants the majority of the beach area preserved Nil 

Matt Sheppard For None raised Nil 

Cr Rob Thomas - Concerned too much ventilation will make the 
changes rooms cold during winter; 
Safety concerns regarding open west aspect of the 
change rooms / toilets; 
Concerns raised regarding universal access; 
Concerns regarding lift maintenance; 
 

The issues raised can be dealt with during the 
detailed design phase. Comments have been noted 
and will be actioned if the project proceeds to 
detailed design. 

Kim Wallis For None raised  

Nick Wheeler For None raised  

Maddy 
Shellabear 

For None raised  

Jane and Tony 
Hope 

For Wants to see more detailed designs Further, much more detailed designs will be made 
available if the project proceeds to detailed designs 

Greg Boland - Concerned that the project may not adhere to The Beach Policy does allow for the project in that 



Council policy; 
Concerns raised about the financial aspects of the 
proposal; 
Raised concerns regarding the description of the 
outcome of the legal proceedings; 
Raised concerns regarding what would happen in 
the event the building could not be kept open; 
Has stated that the original architect should be 
consulted on the proposal. 

increases should be limited, not ruled out altogether. 
The need for the increase comes from the need for 
expanded public toilets, not providing a larger 
restaurant. The moving of the kiosk to the upper 
level is the most efficient way of increasing the 
number toilets available. 
The new lease agreement will need to cover the 
situation where the lease it not able to be honored, 
as is the case for all leases the Town enters. 
The net result of the legal case was that the lessee 
ended up with a 45 year lease, not the 21 year lease 
that Council set out to enforce. 
The net effect of the options that the lessee has (at 
their sole discretion) is that they can lease on the 
current terms until August 2041. 

Cr Sandra 
Boulter 

Against States the project should cease until the Town has 
had detailed legal advice regarding action it could 
take against the lessee; 
Requests that the formerly cancelled project for 
additional buildings be reinstated; 
Questions the level of detail provided in the business 
plan and whether it complies with the provisions of 
the LG Act (in particular the provided drawings); 
States that the lease documents are available at the 
Town’s administration building and that this should 
have been stated in the BP; 
Raises many points around building design that are 
not covered by the concept plans; 
Objects to the trees being removed; 
Asserts that the kiosk relocation constitutes further 
redevelopment west of Marine Parade; 
Concerned that officers have not sought approval or 
advice from WAPC before advertising the concept 
plans; 

We have requested another legal opinion on 
potential litigation the Town could take and likely 
outcomes of that litigation; 
At this stage, there is no stated intention for 
restarting the project for additional buildings. Given 
the opposition to the increased footprint from this 
submitter and others, it’s difficult to perceive that 
there would be support for such a project; 
The level of detail provided in the business plan is 
sufficient for the needs of the LG Act. The plans are 
concept plans only, as stated in the business plan. If 
the concept is approved, a more detailed planning 
phase will follow; 
The lease documents are not available for inspection 
at the Town’s administration; 
Again, many of the details and processes raised as 
missing would only be undertaken if the concept is 
approved. The funds and resources required for such 
work cannot be justified without public support for 



Concerned that no whole of life costing is provided; 
Asks what projects will be delayed as a result of the 
project; 
 

the concept itself; 
While the concept plan shows several trees being 
removed, this issue can be further considered during 
detailed design. 
The relocation of the kiosk to allow for larger toilet 
facilities will result in a slightly increased building 
footprint. This would be significantly less than the 
increased building footprint from building separate 
toilets; 
No formal approval or advice has been sought from 
the WAPC as we do not have the level of detail 
required for such an application. Officers have no 
reason to believe that approval will be unreasonably 
difficult to attain; 
Whole of life costings, including plant replacement 
can only be reliably constructed once the plans for 
the building are completed in more detail; 
No projects will be delayed as a result of this project; 
Council identified this projects in its depot funds 
strategy and allocated $2,200,000 to the project 
which now appears to require $1,700,000. 

Roger Weston Against See notes from submission immediately above See responses from submission immediately above 

Rosemary 
Walsh 

Against Asserts that the lessee and State should be providing 
more funding; 
Believes the project is a part of everyday Council 
administration and should not be that hard 

No further comment can be provided on the level of 
funding that was not provided in the Business Plan; 
The complexity of work involved for administration is 
not the issue, as specialists will be brought in to deal 
with specific issues – the volume of work will be 
significant and will impact on the administration 
team’s ability to take on further projects. 

Robyn Benken Against Concern about the financial legacy of the project; 
Objects to the loss of trees 

There will be a cost to this project, however as a part 
of the detailed design phase, whole of life costings 
should be able to be determined, eliminating much 
of the uncertainty; 
The loss of trees will be considered during the 



detailed design phase if the project proceeds. 

Dieter Benken Against States that the Council should not make any decision 
until Council and ratepayers have had the chance to 
consider legal advice in regards to the obligations of 
the lessee; 
Raises concerns with the perceived competence 
level of staff. 

Council has, over many years, received advice about 
the various obligations and options under the lease; 
Officers have already engaged several, highly 
regarded consultants in the development of this 
project. It is the intention of the staff to continue to 
make use of expert consultants if this project 
proceeds to a detailed design phase. 

Chris Wiggins Broadly for Raises concerns surrounding the ongoing financial 
commitment to the Town with the transfer of 
ownership of the building; 
Stresses the importance of thorough investigation of 
the buildings existing structure and elements; 
Raises concerns regarding the costings and potential 
for over-runs. 

The points raised are all good points and should be 
addressed in the detailed design phase, should the 
project proceed to that stage. 

Hilary Rumley - Raised issues around universal access Universal access will be addressed in the detailed 
design phase and with the consultants undertaking 
the Foreshore Redevelopment Plans. 

Fulvio Painter For Raises concerns regarding trees and noise – suggests 
an acoustic consultant be employed 

An acoustics report will be included in the detailed 
design phase. 

Ruth Greble Broadly 
supportive 

Requests that the bus stop be kept as close as 
possible to the building; 
Requests specialist advice on universal access 
consultant be used during the design phase; 
Suggests a possible second lift for universal access; 
Parents room to be incorporated into design; 
Requests the decorative stone elephants be retained 

We will consult with a consulting traffic engineer 
regarding the location of the bus stop – but the 
comments regarding the location have been taken 
on board; 
A specialist Universal Access Consultant can be 
engaged during the detailed design phase; 
A second lift can be considered, but will need to be 
costed; 
A parents room (including a feeding area) can be 
considered during detailed design; 
The stone elephants should be able to be retained. 

Bob and 
Margaret 
Morrison 

- Concerns regarding bus stops and traffic issues We will consult with a consulting traffic engineer 
regarding the bus stop and traffic issues as a part of 
this project and the Foreshore Redevelopment 



Project. 

John Mengler For Has concerns regarding the ongoing maintenance 
costs and suggests an increased rent. 

If the project proceeds to detailed designs, the 
detailed drawings would be used to create a whole 
of life costing for the project. 

Cottesloe 
Residents and 
Ratepayers 

Against Has raised concerns regarding the Beach Policy; 
The submissions suggests that a number of models 
be created (5 in total) and each costed and reported 
back for ratepayers to consider; 
The submission also suggests that the project be 
delayed until all design work on the Foreshore 
Redevelopment is complete; 
The submission requests evidence for the increase in 
toilets and additional maintenance cleaning be 
attained; 
Concerns raised around the financial aspects of the 
project; 
 

As stated above, the increase in footprint is a result 
in the increased public toilets, the kiosk is being 
relocated; 
Council will receive further advice on options 1 and 2 
put forward in the submission, regarding potential 
litigation; 
Option 3 is not currently being considered as 
ventilation is an issue, and the Town would still need 
to place additional portable toilets on the beach 
each summer to cater for the additional demand; 
Option 4 involves building a new set of toilets 
underneath carpark 1. The costs of this work would 
greatly exceed the current net cost to the Town; 
The Foreshore Redevelopment and the design work 
on this project need to be completed concurrently to 
prevent conflict; 
The Town currently provides additional portable 
toilets on the beach each summer to cope with peak 
demand – the costs of providing these facilities 
would need to be considered in the context of 
providing additional permanent facilities; 
Before any final decision is made on this project, 
detailed costings and whole of life costings will be 
available. 

Jack Walsh Against Main concern raised is financial; 
Suggestion made that a comparative business case 
for refurbishment only be considered. 

The project is a large project – thorough costings and 
a whole of life costing will be provided during the 
detailed design phase; 
Refurbishment of the toilets will not address the 
capacity and ventilation issues with the current 
facilities. The Town already provides additional 



portable toilets during peak times. 

Jarrad Oakley Against Asserts that lessee should pay a greater portion of 
the capital costs; 
Asserts that further financial information should be 
provided; 
Raises universal access issues; 
Asks if a specific study has been undertaken for the 
need for additional toilets; 
 

The amounts presented in the business plan 
represent the best value that could be attained given 
the constraint of the current lease; 
Further financial information will be prepared and 
released during the detailed design phase; 
While no specific study has been undertaken on the 
need for additional toilets, the provision of and use 
of the portable toilets provided during the peak 
season has resulted in evidence of need being 
collected. 

Patricia 
Carmichael 

- Impact on the development of the Foreshore 
Redevelopment Plan; 
Only one option being presented; 
Lease issues and source of funding; 
Beach policy concerns. 

The Foreshore Redevelopment Plan and the detailed 
designs for this project should be developed 
concurrently; 
 

Shirley Scanlon  Concerned that the Business Plan is lacking detail; 
Concerned that Council is rushing into a new lease; 
Concerned about the cost to Council of the new 
project; 
 

The Business Plan presents a concept for 
consideration. The plan makes statements to this 
affect; 
The Town has been working on the lease for some 
time – it will seek to make significant improvements 
on the current lease; 
The project does have a cost to the Town, however it 
is currently well under the amount set aside for this 
purpose. 

Ada McGeechie - Questions the overall cost of cleaning the toilets While there is definitely the opportunity to reduce 
ongoing cleaning costs through clever design, the 
main costs with cleaning is labour – which is 
determined primarily by the standard of service 
required. 
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